ITEM 235 – PROGRAM TRANSMISSION SERVICE:
   I-1 – 5 kHz PROGRAM TRANSMISSION FACILITIES – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 630, 5 kHz Program Transmission Facilities (B.C. Only).
   I-20 – 8kHz ONE-WAY PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL ON TOLL CABLE FACILITIES – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 631, 8 kHz One-way Program Transmission Channel on Toll Cable Facilities (B.C Only).
   I-21 – 8kHz ONE-WAY STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER CHANNEL – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 632, Program Transmission – 8 kHz One-way Studio-to-Transmitter Channel (B.C. Only).
   I-22 – TWO 8kHz STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER LINES – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 633, Program Transmission – Two 8 kHz Studio-to-Transmitter Lines (B.C. Only).
   I-24 – 8kHz STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER CHANNEL AND SIGNAL CIRCUIT – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 634, Program Transmission – 8kHz Studio-to-Transmitter Channel and Signal Circuit (B.C.Only).
   I-27 – 8kHz AM STEREO STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER LINK – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 635, Program Transmission – 8kHz AM Stereo Studio-to-Transmitter Link (B.C. Only).
   I-28 – 8kHz TWO-WAY PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 636, 8 kHz Two-way Program Transmission Channel (B.C. Only).
   I-35 – 10 kHz STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER CHANNEL AND TWO CONTROL CIRCUITS – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 637, Program Transmission – 10 kHz Studio-to-Transmitter Channel and Two Control Circuits (B.C. Only).
   I-36 – ONE-WAY 10 kHz STUDIO-TO-TRANSMITTER LINK – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 638, Program Transmission – One-way 10 kHz Studio-to-Transmitter Link (B.C. Only).
   I-43 – 10kHz PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 639, 10 kHz Program Transmission Channel (B.C. Only).
   I-44 – 10kHz EQUALIZED PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 640, 10 kHz Equalized Program Transmission Channel (B.C. Only).
   I-45 – 10kHz ONE-WAY PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 641, 10 kHz One-way Program Transmission Channel (B.C. Only).
   I-46 – 10kHz PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL (50-10000 Hz) – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 642, 10 kHz Program Transmission (50-10,000 Hz) (B.C. Only).
   I-47 – 10kHz ONE-WAY PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL (50-10000 Hz) – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 643, 10 kHz One-way Program Transmission Channel (50-10,000 Hz) (B.C. Only).
   I-48 – 10kHz ONE-WAY PROGRAM TRANSMISSION CHANNEL (50-10000 Hz) – Revised and transferred to TCI Special Facilities Tariff (CRTC 21463), Item 644, 10 kHz One-way Program Transmission Channel (50-10,000 Hz) (B.C. Only).
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